The development of high-throughput sequencing technologies has advanced our understanding of cancer. However, characterizing somatic structural variants in tumor genomes is still challenging because current strategies depend on the initial alignment of reads to a reference genome. Here, we describe SMUFIN (somatic mutation finder), a single program that directly compares sequence reads from normal and tumor genomes to accurately identify and characterize a range of somatic sequence variation, from single-nucleotide variants (SNV) to large structural variants at base pair resolution. Performance tests on modeled tumor genomes showed average sensitivity of 92% and 74% for SNVs and structural variants, with specificities of 95% and 91%, respectively. Analyses of aggressive forms of solid and hematological tumors revealed that SMUFIN identifies breakpoints associated with chromothripsis and chromoplexy with high specificity. SMUFIN provides an integrated solution for the accurate, fast and comprehensive characterization of somatic sequence variation in cancer.
A n A ly s i s
The development of high-throughput sequencing technologies has advanced our understanding of cancer. However, characterizing somatic structural variants in tumor genomes is still challenging because current strategies depend on the initial alignment of reads to a reference genome. Here, we describe SMUFIN (somatic mutation finder), a single program that directly compares sequence reads from normal and tumor genomes to accurately identify and characterize a range of somatic sequence variation, from single-nucleotide variants (SNV) to large structural variants at base pair resolution. Performance tests on modeled tumor genomes showed average sensitivity of 92% and 74% for SNVs and structural variants, with specificities of 95% and 91%, respectively. Analyses of aggressive forms of solid and hematological tumors revealed that SMUFIN identifies breakpoints associated with chromothripsis and chromoplexy with high specificity. SMUFIN provides an integrated solution for the accurate, fast and comprehensive characterization of somatic sequence variation in cancer.
The recent development of high-throughput sequencing technologies has made possible the sequencing of genomes at an unprecedented speed, allowing the identification of the genetic basis of numerous diseases. These advances have been particularly important in the study of cancer, providing information on thousands of tumor genomes and a large catalog of genomic alteration associated with oncogenesis 1 .
The characterization of somatic variation in tumor samples is, therefore, rapidly becoming a standard practice in biomedicine 2 . In a large fraction of biomedical studies that rely on high-throughput sequencing, the production of genome sequence data exceeds available computer resources and the capabilities of analytic protocols. This is particularly pertinent in the field of cancer genomics, where the increasing sequencing of tumor genomes calls for faster and more accurate analyses.
The identification of somatic variants associated with cancer typically requires sequencing tumor and normal genome samples from the same patient, followed by multiple sequence comparisons. Normal and pathological reads are aligned to a reference genome, and the alignment is used to identify sequence changes to isolate the somatic fraction of variants (i.e., those detected only in the tumor). In principle, this simple strategy can be used to detect single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and structural variants. Existing methods for the detection of somatic SNVs show high sensitivity and specificity 3, 4 , but identifying structural variants is still challenging and remains largely unsolved. The need for a reference sequence is particularly limiting. Reads carrying variations, such as those covering somatic changes in the tumor, are more difficult to align to the reference genome 5 , and corresponding variants might become undetectable. Moreover, reference-based methods also must discriminate germline changes from somatic variants. In addition to these limitations at detection level, this alignment step is also time consuming and requires a considerable amount of computing resources.
To define the complete catalog of somatic variation (SNVs and structural variants) for a given tumor still requires complex computational pipelines with combinations of different methods, each of them restricted to the detection of a particular type of variant or structural variants of particular sizes. This restricts the general usage of this methodology to centers and groups with considerable amounts of computing resources and expertise. For example, widely used programs, such as BreakDancer 6 or Delly 7 , can only identify structural variants larger than 20 and 150 base pairs, respectively. Each of the methods needed for a complete structural characterization of somatic variation in tumor genomes further require complex scoring and filtering schemes to achieve acceptable levels of specificity, but such procedures drastically lower the sensitivity, leaving a substantial fraction of structural variants undetected. Even experimental procedures, such as those that use single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays, generate only a partial description of the rearranged tumor, as they detect only the fraction of structural variation that generates sequence imbalance. The fact that the most recent and complete catalog for signatures of somatic mutations in cancer 8 does not yet include structural variants is a clear consequence of all these limitations.
To fill these gaps, we have developed SMUFIN (for somatic mutation finder), a computational approach for the accurate and complete characterization of somatic variation in cancer. SMUFIN searches for SNVs and structural variants of all sizes by directly comparing normal and tumor sequencing reads without the need of their initial mapping onto a reference genome. Here, we evaluated its performance in the context of existing strategies and the application to cancer genomics, as well as its potential to define complex chromosomal rearrangements in aggressive forms of mantle cell lymphomas and medulloblastoma. The implementation of SMUFIN, including latest releases, documentation, example data sets and supplementary information is freely available at http://cg.bsc.es/smufin/. Source code files are also in Supplementary Source Code.
RESULTS

The SMUFIN algorithm
The underlying search algorithm of SMUFIN comprises two major steps (Fig. 1) . First, under the assumption that any somatic variation occurring in the tumor genome will generate a unique sequence, tumor-specific reads are identified and isolated. This is achieved by creating a quaternary sequence tree (implemented as a generalized suffix array) using all tumor and normal reads (Fig. 1) . In this tree, genomic regions of unaltered sequence will generate identical tumor and normal reads, and these will cluster together in common branches. Reads covering sequence variations in one or both alleles of the tumor are expected to form isolated branches without normal reads. These unique reads are then grouped into read blocks, each expected to cover a single sequence change or break in the tumor. By further interrogating the tree for overlapping regions (of at least 30 bp), each of these blocks is further expanded by adding and aligning the corresponding normal reads.
Next, potential tumor variants are defined and classified on each of the breakpoint blocks in two steps (Fig. 1) . First, 'small' variants are identified-that is, SNVs and structural variants that can be completely defined within the size of a read. Second, 'large' structural rearrangements, which expand beyond the size of the input read, are defined. We expect that each of these blocks will represent one of the breaks generated by large insertions, inversions or deletions in the tumor genome, or to single translocation points. SMUFIN provides to the user these large structural variants as single breakpoints along with the corresponding surrounding sequence in the tumor. A simple filtering scheme is also used to ensure a minimum of physical coverage of all detectable variants and to correct for potential contamination of tumor cells in normal samples. Although default parameters have been adjusted in SMUFIN for common sequencing scenarios (i.e., ≥30-fold coverage depth in Illumina sequencing platforms), the user can also tune these filters to adapt the method to the particular characteristics of the data.
In summary, distinct features of SMUFIN that are not available in existing strategies for the detection of somatic variants include (i) the direct comparison of normal and tumor reads without the need to generate mapped BAM files; (ii) the detection, in a single execution, of SNVs and structural variants, such as inter-and intrachromosomal translocations, inversions, insertions and deletions of any size; (iii) the identification of variants at base pair resolution; and (iv) the reconstruction of exact changes in the tumor genome, including the sequence at both sides of all breakpoints detected.
Furthermore, we have developed a Message Passing Interface (MPI) implementation of SMUFIN that yields direct improvements of its usability and execution times. Using 16 nodes (2xIntel SandyBridge, 8-core/2.6 GHz) SMUFIN was able to complete the analysis of a tumor-normal, whole-genome pair in 4-8 h for samples with 30× of sequencing coverage, and 9-15 h for 60× samples. These executions showed discrete peaks of RAM usage of 8-10 Gb and 13-17 Gb per node, respectively.
Assessment and comparison of SMUFIN with model genomes
To assess SMUFIN's performance, we measured both the fraction of somatic variants detected (sensitivity) and the precision of this detection (specificity) using simulated and real cancer genome data together with orthogonal experimental techniques.
We generated normal and tumor test genomes by first applying to the human reference genome the sequence variation corresponding to a random human haplotype 9 and to a predesigned catalog of somatic changes, and then simulating whole-genome sequencing at different depths of coverage (Online Methods, Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1) . To assess the applicability of SMUFIN in the current context of cancer genome analysis, we compared its performance with a representative set of somatic variant callers that are common parts of current pipelines for the analysis of tumor genomes: Mutect for SNVs 3 , and BreakDancer 6 , Pindel 10 , Delly 7 and CREST 11 Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Reads are numbered on the right side of the boxes. Pairs 1 and 1′, 3 and 3′, and 6 and 6′ would cover the same region in the nonmutated and mutated allele of the cancer genome, respectively. The other reads represent the two nonmutated alleles. (Right) These reads have different properties inside the quaternary tree. Because nonmutated cancer reads are expected to have their counterpart among healthy reads, they are also expected to share the same branches. Cancer reads that carry variations are expected to be unique and, therefore, to be located in isolated branches. These branches become cancer-specific exactly at the point where they differ, that is, in a breakpoint. SV, structural variation. (b) SMUFIN collects all the reads expanding on these cancer-specific branches and takes them as reads containing potential somatic variant breakpoints. Because any particular breakpoint is expected to be represented by several reads, we group all detectable reads that are overlapping and complementary and construct breakpoint blocks ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ), covered by only one (single orientation) or by two strands (double orientation). This step, which includes filters for minimum overlap and coverage, removes a large fraction of false-positive variations, mostly derived from sequencing errors. (c) Each of the accepted blocks is then analyzed, as to the type of change detected. First, small variants, which can be defined within a single block, are identified. These include SNVs and small insertions, deletions and inversions. The remaining unclassified blocks are then passed into the next step where sequence translocations of large structural variants are defined. Here, for each of the breakpoints, we interrogated the tree and retrieved up to 100 bp of overlapping normal and tumor reads at each side of the break. Table 2 ). For the present comparison, we ran them as described in their companies' corresponding publication or website.
A n A ly s i s
We first observed that the calling of somatic SNVs was nearly optimal and within the same range in Mutect and SMUFIN, with sensitivities of 97% and 92%, and specificities of 93% and 99%, respectively ( Table 1 and Supplementary Table 3) . On the other hand, the calling efficiency of somatic structural variants varied greatly between different methods, revealing clear differences when compared to SMUFIN. Some methods reached reasonable levels of sensitivity when the evaluation was restricted to the range of structural variants they were designed to detect (Pindel and Delly), but these dropped drastically when compared against the complete catalog of structural variations in the tumor (Supplementary Table 4 A n A ly s i s able to identify somatic structural variants with a sensitivity of 74% independently of the size of the structural variant, reaching >90% sensitivity when only structural variants larger than the read size were taken into account. SMUFIN's sensitivity for somatic SNV and structural variant calling is actually similar to that resulting from the combination of all the methods above: 94% versus 89% for SMUFIN. The downside of combining these methods as a strategy for variant calling is the low levels of specificity achieved. In fact, in terms of specificity, the values for the external structural variant callers were 29-77%, whereas SMUFIN reached values of 91% across all structural variants. We also tested for consistency at sensitivity level in the identification of medium structural variants (i.e., variant size of 5-500 bp), which constitute a group of variants that have been particularly challenging for structural variant-calling methods that rely on pre-aligned data. This analysis showed that only SMUFIN and Pindel, which has been specifically designed also for small structural variants, kept a similar sensitivity when compared with the identification of the total of structural variants (Supplementary Table 4) . When further testing SMUFIN, Pindel and CREST using lower levels of in silico sequencing coverage, we observed an overall decrease in performance, both at sensitivity and specificity levels, at physical sequencing coverage below 20-fold (Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
Detection of small somatic variants in human tumors
To further investigate the performance of SMUFIN in real data, we calculated and assessed the positive discovery rate of somatic SNVs and structural variants calling using whole-genome sequence (WGS) data from primary tumor and matched nontumor samples. We first tested the detection of small variants by analyzing a previously described sample (M004) of mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) 12 , an aggressive subtype of lymphoid neoplasia. SMUFIN identified 4,409 somatic SNVs and 1,094 small structural variants (Supplementary Table 5 ). 
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A n A ly s i s
To evaluate the specificity of SMUFIN, we verified >94% of SNVs (76 of 81) and >80% of structural variants (28 of 35) from a random set of 111 of these somatic calls by Sanger sequencing using the same DNA used for whole genome sequencing (Supplementary Table 6 ). These specificity rates are in agreement with the corresponding values obtained from the in silico analysis.
Complex structural variation in aggressive tumors
We next evaluated SMUFIN's accuracy in detecting large structural variants involving the somatic insertion, deletion, inversion or translocation of DNA fragments that are hundreds to millions of base pairs in length. For this test, we analyzed whole-genome sequence data from another mantle cell lymphoma sample (M003) and a sample from a pediatric form of a medulloblastoma (MB1), both known to present complex landscapes of chromosomal rearrangements 12, 13 . Because these representative examples corresponded to a hematological and a solid tumor, each sequenced in a different sequencing facility, this analysis also measured SMUFIN's consistency across different types of data.
Identification of chromothripsis MB1 was previously described as presenting chromothripsis, a complex structural alteration of the genome hypothesized to arise from a single catastrophic event that generates multiple breakpoints, often affecting one single chromosome 14 . In this tumor sample, SMUFIN uncovered a total of 102 breakpoints corresponding to large structural variants (i.e., beyond the read size), covering 85 intra-and 17 interchromosomal translocations (Supplementary Table 7) . From the assessment of a random set of 39 of these breaks through PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing, we verified 36 (92%). Among all the breakpoints detected, 25 agreed with the intervals of chromosomal translocations that previously led to the definition of chromothripsis in this tumor, including three of the four verified at basepair resolution. In addition, we detected 65 previously unidentified breakpoints in the same tumor, covering 53 intra-and 12 interchromosomal translocations (Supplementary Fig. 3) . From a random subset of 37 of these translocations (16 intra-and 11 interchromosomal), we verified 25 (92.5%) using Sanger sequencing. Together with the clusters (12)t(3;4;12), and identified a fourth, der(4)t(4;12), which is not detectable by SMUFIN owing to the centromeric location of the breakpoint in chromosome 4. Scale bar, 10 µm. (c) Genes affected by chromoplexy-a reciprocal fusion of two genes (ANK2, in green and SOX5, in red) and a truncated chromatin remodeler (ARID2). Coding and noncoding exons are displayed as taller and shorter boxes, respectively. npg A n A ly s i s of breakpoints already reported for chromosomes three and four in this tumor, new calls uncovered by SMUFIN enabled us to define a third damaged region in chromosome 11, with a density of six DNA breaks per Mb (between positions 39 and 45 Mb). Notably, many of these breakpoints correspond to translocations with chromosome 17 (Fig. 2) . Furthermore, and complementary to the previous functional characterization of this tumor, we identified affected genes that were not reported in the previous study (Supplementary Table 7) , including some that have been identified as possible driver genes, such as NCOR-1, SIN3P, WDR52 and PALLD, in several types of tumors 15 . Of the 65 breakpoints, 54 were predicted (allowing up to 100-nt deviation in the prediction) by at least one of the methods used above for the comparative assessment of SMUFIN, with 44 found only by Delly. This is not surprising considering the results of the in silico analysis, as sensitivity is not the major limitation of the reference alignmentdependent approaches.
Identification of chromoplexy
We also analyzed a sample from an aggressive form of mantle cell lymphoma (M003), previously described to have undergone complex chromosomal rearrangements 12 . We used SMUFIN to identify 30 breakpoints corresponding to large structural variants (Supplementary Table 8 ). Using PCR amplification followed by Sanger sequencing, we verified 19 of the 22 breakpoints tested, involving 7 intra-and 15 interchromosomal translocations (Supplementary Table 6 ). This not only confirms the correct location and the type of translocation identified, but it also shows that SMUFIN was able to reconstruct the correct sequence around the variants, as five of the breakpoints (six inter-and one intrachromosomal; Supplementary Table 8 ) included stretches of a new DNA insertion 5-30 nt long.
We next evaluated whether SMUFIN could be used to define the chromosomal arrangement of this tumor. We compared all 30 breakpoints identified, with 18 noncentromeric and nontelomeric regions of chromosomal imbalances previously detected using Affymetrix SNP6.0 array (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) 12 . SMUFIN could redefine, at base pair resolution, 16 of these 18 regions. By manually assembling the fragments between all the translocations detected, we could model the landscape of this genome, which included three derivative chromosomes formed by combinations of large fragments of chromosomes 3 and 12 with smaller parts of chromosome 4. These chimeric chromosomes were experimentally confirmed in the mantle cell lymphoma cells by a combination of multicolor fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and whole-chromosome painting analysis (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, the resolution provided by SMUFIN allowed the identification of the fragmentation and fusion of genes not previously described in this sample. For example, we found that these translocations caused the fusion of ANK2 and SOX5 genes. Notably, these two rearrangement events did not appear to be independent as the corresponding fragments generated after the double-strand break were rejoined again reciprocally-that is, generating both, 12 to 4 and 4 to 12 translocations and two different forms of ANK2-SOX5 fusions (Fig. 3) . In fact, 8 out of the 18 breakpoints appeared to be rejoined reciprocally, as recently described in prostate tumors 16, 17 , suggesting an original organization of the chromatin where these regions were physically proximal and somehow interacting. A third translocation identified in the M003 tumor implies the breakage and putative inactivation of ARID2, a gene involved in chromatin remodeling.
By considering the number of rearrangements identified in this tumor, their distribution and the number of chromosomes involved, we classify this scenario as chromoplexy, a recently described phenomenon that, in contrast to chromothripsis 14 , is characterized by the presence of tens of unclustered chained rearrangements involving two or more chromosomes 16, 17 . The high fraction of reciprocal rejoining events found in this tumor, together with the fusion of genes and the disruption of a chromatin remodeler gene, is also in agreement with the results of the chromoplectic events identified in prostate tumors.
CoNCLUSIoNS
We describe SMUFIN, a methodology for the identification of somatic variation in tumor genomes from their direct comparison with their corresponding normal samples. SMUFIN also provides an integrated solution for the identification, in a single run, of somatic SNVs and structural variants (insertions, deletions, inversions and translocations of any size), which can currently be partially achieved only by combining several independent programs and in-house filtering schemes into complex computational pipelines. Our method defines, at base pair resolution, complex scenarios of chromosomal rearrangements, such as chromoplexy and chromothripsis. SMUFIN was able to identify the translocations defined before using other computational and experimental methods, as well as novel breakpoints that complete the corresponding landscapes of chromosomal rearrangements. Owing to the underlying mechanism of the algorithm used in SMUFIN, our method is not suitable to quantify copy number variations or detect complete losses of chromosome arms or inversions flanked by palindromic sequences.
Beyond the benefits of the detection capabilities of SMUFIN, the current parallel implementation of the program also shows substantial improvements at the level of usability and execution time compared with available pipelines, as it can currently analyze a pair of whole genome sequences with coverage of 30-60× in 4-15 h, using 50-80 standard cores and requiring less than 17 Gb of RAM memory per computing node. This, together with the scalability of the program, will realistically allow a systematic and parallel analysis of cancer samples, accessible to nonexpert users with standard computing resources.
Taken together, the underlying search mechanism of SMUFIN constitutes an alternative way of processing and analyzing genomic data, which can inspire the development of new tools for other types of genomic analyses. Because SMUFIN actually finds changes in one sequence set relative to another, it could potentially be adjusted to other types of biomedical and evolutionary studies that rely on the comparative analysis of two genomes, even if they are from different species.
METHoDS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. Table 6 ), European Genome-phenome Archive: EGAS00001000510. The SMUFIN algorithm. The general structure and the internal mechanism of SMUFIN is displayed in Figure 1 . The complete variant identification and characterization process comprises the following specific steps:
Accession codes. For validation sequences produced in this study (Supplementary
Input data. As input, SMUFIN takes high-quality sequencing data directly from FASTQ files of tumor and normal samples of the same individual. Alternatively, SMUFIN is also able to accept BAM files, from which it extracts all the sequencing reads. Sequences having over 10% of its bases with a phred quality score < q20 are discarded.
Construction of the quaternary sequence tree. A 'quad-tree'-based structure is first generated using all high-quality normal and tumor reads. All these sequences are sequentially loaded into the tree on the basis of their sequence ( Fig. 1 and in Supplementary Fig. 4a ). Each node of the tree has, at most, four branches, each one representing one of the four nucleotides. To avoid sequence ambiguity derived from the complexity of the genome, only fragments of at least 30 bp are inserted into the tree. In the case of the presence of undefined base pairs ("N"), these are removed and the original sequence is split forming new shorter reads, which are inserted in the tree only if they are longer than 30 base pairs. Each of sequences accepted is inserted into the tree, from the root, in original form (i.e., starting from nucleotide 1 to the end of the read), together with all derived suffixes larger than 30 bp (recursively starting from nucleotide 2 to the end, 3 to the end, etc…; Supplementary Fig. 4a ). Because posterior searches through the tree start from the root, the presence of read suffixes allows a rapid identification of particular sequences and reads.
Selecting reads containing candidate variants. Once all the sequences and derived suffixes are loaded into the tree, the next step consists in identifying all tumor-specific reads. Because we expect that variants generate new and distinct sequences in the mutated genome compared with the nonmutated sample, SMUFIN first searches and collects sequences (reads) that are only present in the tumor sample. These sequences are identified from the tree, as nodes and branches with an unbalanced representation of normal (count normal reads; CNR) and tumor (count tumor reads; CTR) reads ( Supplementary  Fig. 4b ). We expect that nodes or branches covering a variation in the tumor sequence will theoretically have no representation of normal reads. To favor this condition, we start to search the tree from the level 30 toward the leafs. We accepted only nodes and branches that have a CTR of at least 4. Internal tests suggest that setting CTR ≥ 4 improves specificity in a factor 1.4× with a negligible loss of sensitivity (not shown). Additionally, nodes or branches with a CNR to CTR ratio below a certain threshold (E_CONT) are selected. This threshold can be adjusted by the user to account for expected levels of contamination of tumor cells into the normal sample. Please, be aware that an E_CONT of 0 implies no expected contamination, that is, no acceptance of reads coming from the normal sample (CNR) on that candidate variant node or branch, which implies lower final sensitivity but higher specificity. On the other hand, an E_CONT larger than 0 always results in a higher sensitivity, but at the cost of lower specificity. E_CONT was set to 0 for the in silico analysis and to 0.05 for the real tumor samples analyzed here, where we assume a maximum of 5% contamination of tumor reads into the normal sample.
Grouping candidate reads. After all detectable tumor-specific reads have been identified, the next step consists in grouping those that are suspected to cover the same variant. For this, candidate sequences are organized by identity: two sequences belong to the same group if they overlap by at least 30 bp. Reverse complementary sequences are also evaluated during this grouping in order to be able to cover the variant in both orientations. Sequence blocks (groups) with sequences in only one of the orientations or with less than four tumor reads are discarded. Once these groups are generated, we interrogate the tree, also on the 30-bp overlap basis, to extract the normal (nonmutated) reads of the same region and add them to the block. Ideally, each block will represent a region in the genome containing the mutated and the nonmutated version (see a detailed example of a breakpoint block in Supplementary Fig. 5 ). In order to classify and characterize the type of variation identified, we extract the consensus mutated and normal sequences from these blocks. Normal consensus sequences will be also used at the end of the procedure and mapped onto the reference genome to obtain the coordinates of the variant.
Identification and characterization of variants. Once all possible breakpoint blocks are defined, the next step consists in identifying and classifying the variation included there. Normal and tumor consensus sequences derived from these blocks (Supplementary Fig. 5 ) are recursively compared to identify differences. A first evaluation will search for small variants, which consist of those that are completely included within the consensus sequences (SNV and small structural variants: insertions, deletions and inversions). All the blocks that do not match this criterion are then considered candidates for large structural variants, that is, those likely to cover breakpoints of intra-or interchromosomal transitions, part of large deletions, insertions, inversions or translocations. In this case, each tumor consensus sequence is extended on both ends (Fig. 1) by interrogating the tree for unambiguous tumor reads that overlap at least 30 bp with the tumor consensus, reconstructing a (maximum) 200-bp region around the break and allowing the detection of newly generated sequence at the point of the break.
After small and large somatic variants are defined, we identify the coordinates of the changes by mapping onto the reference genome the normal consensus sequences corresponding to each of the variants, avoiding potential mapping conflicts derived from the presence of the variant, as usually happens when using reference-based approaches. Sequences mapping (with the same score) to several positions in the genome are discarded.
Calibration and default parameters for SMUFIN were adjusted using a high-quality set of ~1,000 SNVs identified with the Sidrón software in a chronic lymphocytic leukemia sample 4 .
SMUFIN's pseudo-code.
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